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Announcements

1.  Second exam scheduled for Oct. 28th -- practice exams now 
available --
http://www.wfu.edu/~natalie/f03phy113/extrapractice/

2. Today’s lecture –

Review of rotations & angular momentum

Analyzing mechanical equilibrium and stability

Elastic response of materials
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HW 12 --
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HW 12 --
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First:  While sliding due to kinetic friction:

Second: While rolling without sliding:
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Summary of equations for rotational motion:
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r̂ What happened to centripetal 
acceleration ???

(a) Previous chapter – no 
longer relevant

(b) It is there, but not 
important 
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Torque on an extended object due to gravity (near 
surface of the earth) is the same as the torque on a point 
mass M located at the center of mass.
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Notion of  stability:
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F=ma  
T- mg cos θ = 0

−mg sin θ = −maθ

τ=I α r mg sin θ = mr2 α = mraθ

Notion of equilibrium: ∑ =
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Example of stable equilibrium.
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Unstable equilibrium:
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Support above com:

Support 
below com:
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Car

Pulling car out of the mud.   Bird’s eye view:

θ θ

F

Telephone pole
or tree

Example of equilibrium analysis:
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Analysis of stability: ∑ =
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Peer instruction question

F1
F2

Consider the above drawing of the two supports for a uniform 
plank which has a total weight Mg and has a weight mg at 
its end.    What can you say about F1 and F2?

(a) F1 and F2 are both up as shown.

(b) F1 is up but F2 is down.

(c) F1 is down but F2 is up.

L/3
L
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mg

Mg

Fwall

N
T

Mg = 120 N

mg = 98 N

T < 110 N
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12-48. A uniform ladder 
weighing 200 N is leaning against 
a wall. The ladder slips when  θ= 
60.0°. Assuming that the 
coefficients of static friction at 
the wall and the ground are the 
same, obtain a value for µs.N

ff

fw
W

5 unknowns: W, N, ff, fw, µs

Answer: µs
2 +2 tanθ µs – 1 = 0
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Elasticity of materials:
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